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Introduction:
The Bevalac
The Bevalac represents the union of two accelerators at th~ Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) to achieve the aeceleration of heavy ion beams to relativistic energy {1}.
The SuperHILAC, which is designed for acceleration of ions of any mass up to an energy of 8.5 MeV/nucleon, -which ions are used for a ~ide variety of r~search studies in this energy range -is to be used also as an injector for the Table 1 .
Above mass 20 there is a rapid fall off in beam intensity but intensities of Ar and ~f somewhat heavier el~ments will be sufficient for some experimental purposes. With improvements in the accelerator tank vacuum the intensity of such ions could increase dramatically.
The t~ansfer line and most machine modifications will be complete by the end of the summ~r 1974 and initial - One may expect a considerable fraction of the experimental phenom~na, of the nueleonic cascade effects, and of the de-excitation by evaporation and nuclear breakup to be reobserved irt the case of heavy ion reactions, but many notable differences will certainly nccur. Table 2 .
Projectile Fr~gmentation
The most interesting study done so far with Bevatron -5 -generated heavy ions is the investigation df the frag- A remarkable characteristic of the momenta spectra is that the maximum for each isotope occurs at a momentum corres~onding to the beam velocity. When the distributions for individual isotopes are transformed to the projectile fram~ a near universal curve for the momentum distribution is obtained as shown in Figure 5 . GeV energy protons has come from measurements with semiconductor detector telescopes {10-12}, By measurements of rate of energy loss and total energy or of total energy -8 - . . . 
Theoretical
The theoretical description of nucleus -nucleus interactions in the GeV/nucleon energy region is in its infancy, but is attracting interest from nucleon and particle theorists {13}. One can make a rough classification under the titles macroscopic, microscopic and particle theory. These papers discuss the possibility of production of nucl.ear matter at several times normal density and the consequences of this abnormal density for pion production.
The most startling and fascinating theoretical prediction to be made in the past few months is that of Lee and Wick {16,17} who predict that interaction of complex nuclei such as Pb + Pb at GeV/nucleon energy could lead to the production of new states of highly-dense nuclear matter never observed heretofore. Table 1 Expected Table 2 Physics Experiments Planned at Bevalac
Projectile Fragmentation
Single particle inclusive spectra at forward angles for variety of projectiles and. targets.
Coincidence experiments, i,e. exclusive spectra at forward angles.
Development and study of secondary be~ms.
Total cross section measurements
Target Fragmentation Range and ionization stttdies.
-16- Momentum spectrum for the ca~bon isotopes 1 6 produced by fragmentation of 0 nuclei at 2.1 GeV/nucleon {4}.
Longitudinal momentum distributions in 1 6 projectile frameof fragments from 0.
Particle spectrum of fragments from target fragmentation in uranium targets bombarded with 5.5 GeV.protons. Identification made with semiconductor telescope {10}.
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